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Diversification outcomes in the GCC vary based on different measures
1. “Economic Complexity”

4. “Manufacturing Value Added Gini”

2. “Export Diversity”

3. “Export Quality”

Source: IMF (2016)

1. INTRODUCTION & RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Renewed urgency over diversification constitutes a break with the past

Technological improvements
Acceleration in efficiency
Climate change mitigation
Competitiveness of renewables
Changing social preferences

Swinging of the Pendulum
•

Peak oil supply & scarcity
rents

•

Peak oil demand; oil
abundance

•

Preserve & manage
resources for the future

•

Significant amounts of oil may
never be extracted

•

Heavy dependence on a
single export commodity
(oil) with a highly volatile
price

•

Slowing in oil demand;
competitive oil markets; falling
margins; uncertain future
demand for oil exports

1. INTRODUCTION & RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Peak oil supply was a red herring: why does peak oil demand matter?

• The peak demand debate matters
as it signifies a shift in perception
from scarcity to abundance, which
is already changing the behaviour
of all players including oil
exporters.

MENA Countries: Oil Reserve to Production
(R/P) Ratios
UAE
Saudi Arabia
Qatar
Oman

• Taking
the
‘peak
demand’
argument forward, it is generally
thought that the world is on the
brink of another energy transition,
in which conventional sources
such as oil will eventually be
substituted away in favour of low
carbon sources.
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Main research questions
• This presentation does not attempt to define or measure
economic diversification. Rather, it seeks to add context to the
debate through exploring the following questions.
– How soon can we expect ‘peak demand’ to occur? (How fast is
the current energy transition?)
– What kind of economic future should GCC oil exporting countries
be planning for?
– How does the emergence of renewables as a competitive energy
source impact diversification strategies in these countries?

1. INTRODUCTION & RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Main points

• Peak oil demand scenarios are entirely dependent upon
the assumptions underpinning them
– Starting point of any analysis of diversification for GCC oil
exporting countries should not be based on the premise that “oil
will no longer be in demand” and that the oil sector will play a
marginal role.

• Diversification strategy will be conditioned by the speed
of the energy transition
– The oil sector will continue to play a role during this transition, but
oil exporters will need to be far more strategic in their use of the
energy sector to diversify the economy.

• In a more competitive oil market, oil policy will also
continue to matter
– Cooperation between producers will be imperative during the
transition, yet challenging.
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Analyses of peak oil demand contain a wide range of projections
Projections of World Oil Demand (million barrels/day)

Source: Dale and Fattouh (2018, 4)

•

IEA-WEO
2017
Sustainable
Development Scenario: oil demand
peaks at 95 mb/d around 2020, falling to
73 mb/d by 2040.

•

EIA-IEO 2017 reference case: demand
grows to 113mb/d by 2040.

•

IEA-WEO 2017 New Policies Scenario:
growth up to 2040 at ~0.5 mb/d.

•

OPEC-WEO 2017 : acceleration up to
2023 ~1.2 mb/d, slowing to 300 kb/d by
2035-2040.

•

IEA 2018 Oil Market Report : ~1.4 mb/d
growth up to 2023, slowing thereafter to
1 mb/d.

•

BP 2018 Energy Outlook: In ‘Evolving
Transition Scenario’ oil demand grows
until 2030s, and declines thereafter.

Three main points can be made from looking at these scenarios
2. PEAK OIL DEMAND AND THE ENERGY TRANSITION

1. The range of uncertainty is high
Large confidence intervals around any
peak demand forecast, reflecting high
uncertainty about speed of the energy
transition and driving factors
–

Study by Kah (2018) shows that
forecasters have “widely disparate” views
of underlying drivers of demand.
•
•

•

Wide range around the mean of the
highest & lowest forecasts of underlying
components of demand.
The forecasts on the two-degree carbon
trajectory generally assumed significantly
lower population growth and higher EV
sales and usage than the other forecasts.

Forecasts
heavily
predicated
on
assumptions around rapid growth in car
ownership
–

Contingent upon government policies in
transportation and the switch to EVs,
which differs widely between countries
•

Contingent upon the ability of policymakers
to fulfil climate targets (e.g. India’s EV
ambition appears to have changed from
fully electric by 2030, to 30% of the fleet.)

2. PEAK OIL DEMAND AND THE ENERGY TRANSITION
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•

Car ownership grew almost four times as fast as
income in China and twice as fast as income in
India, from 2002-15.

80

2. There could be multiple peaks: “the rebound effect”
US Oil and Gasoline Demand (mb/d)

EIA-IEO Petroleum & Other Liquids Consumption (mb/d)

Source: Dale and Fattouh (2018, 5; data from EIA and BP)

•

Peaking in demand causes fall in prices,
triggering higher demand from consumers and
potentially more than one peak. US gasoline
consumption peaked in 2007, declining at an
avg. rate of 1% over 8 years. But 2014 oil
price fall triggered a rebound effect.
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Source: EIA International Energy Outlook (2017, 33)

•

EIA-IEO ‘low price scenario’ projects 2040 oil
demand at 4.5 mb/d higher than in the
reference scenario. Abundant new supplies
‘unlock’ new demand. E.g. advent of coal in
19th century (absent a carbon constraint).

3. Oil will continue to be an important part of the energy mix
for the foreseeable future
Global Energy Supplied by Source

• Sharp discontinuity unlikely
– Incumbent advantages: path
dependency, infrastructure, new
source ‘fighting against an
entire ecosystem’ (e.g. ICEV vs
EV).
– IEA Sustainable Development
Scenario predicts oil demand
will be only 15 mb/d lower in
2040 even after peaking.

• Historical evidence: slow
transitions
– Few instances of energy
sources disappearing
completely from the energy mix.
– Many scenarios account for
‘non-combustible uses’ (e.g.
plastics & composites), but
these could also slow down due
to environmental restrictions.
Source: Fattouh, Poudineh and West (2018, 11)
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The possibility of a fast transition cannot be entirely discounted
(see argument in Fattouh, Poudineh and West, 2018)

• “Slow” Transition
– Historical data (coal over
centuries, oil over decades)
– Opportunity-driven; interfuel
substitution
– Naturally-occurring, accidental,
circumstantial
– Lock-in and path dependency
– Huge sunk cost create inertia
and economic incentives to
utilise infrastructure until it is
written off
– Incumbents “fight back” and
delay the transition
Source: Fattouh, Poudineh and West (2018)
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• “Fast” Transition
– Some previous “fast”
historical transitions
(country-specific, industryspecific, seen in end-use
technologies)
– Problem-driven, managed
or incentivised: policy plays
a key role
– Speed likely to differ across
sectors & regions
– Not just influenced by
changes in the energy
sector; draws on synergistic
advances (e.g. blockchain,
computing, materials
science etc.)

MENA oil exporters should adapt to the transition; in doing
so they could take into account consolidation of three key trends
1. Oil demand is unlikely to increase strongly over the next 2
decades
– Government oil substitution policies
•
•
•
•

ICE bans in the OECD countries
Integration of EVs into industrial strategy in China
EV ambitions in India
China and India moving to stricter fuel economy standards

– The timing of when oil demand growth will start slowing
down and turn negative is highly uncertain
• BP 2018 Energy Outlook sees China’s energy demand growing by just
1.5% p.a. (less than a quarter of its historic 20-year growth rate) with
renewables overtaking oil as the largest energy source by 2040
• On the other hand, India seen as overtaking China as the main ‘engine’
of oil demand growth
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2. Large investments will still be needed in the oil sector to fill
the gap in supply
Projections of World Oil Demand (million barrels/day)

Fiscal Breakeven Oil Prices, 2015 ($/bbl)

Source: IMF (2016)
Source: Dale and Fattouh (2018, 4)

•

•

Even in the event of peak demand, decline in supply
will be faster than decline in demand, in the absence
of investment.
Investments in expanding productive capacity will
need to be funded by export revenues.
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•

•

GCC exporters face competing needs on revenues,
given social welfare spending.
Some measure of social cost on top of physical cost –
social cost should naturally decline with diversification
in the long run.

3. Renewables are at an inflection point

–

–

On a plant-level basis and excluding
the cost of intermittency, wind & solar
are very competitive, globally (Source:
Fattouh, Poudineh & West, 2018)
IRENA estimates that global average
cost for onshore wind and solar has
now declined to $5 c/kWh and $6
c/kWh respectively. (Source: Fattouh,
Poudineh & West, 2018)
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• Consensus among forecasts
that the share of renewables in
the energy mix will rise

Projected Rising Share of Renewables in
Total Primary Energy Demand (%)
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•

How can the above three trends feed into an economic diversification agenda for
the MENA which makes far more strategic use of the oil sector as the energy
transition progresses, rather than one that simply envisages a sudden ‘switch’
away from oil?
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The role of the oil sector within the transition
1.

The oil sector will continue to dominate the economy but needs to
play a much more active role in the diversification process
– GCC oil exporting countries will need to be much more strategic about using the
oil sector in the transition away from an oil-based economy.
– Oil sector generates rents needed to expand parts of the productive economy,
beginning with sectors with comparative advantage, extending to others.
– Extending the value chain could create new industries with different types of jobs
and whose products’ prices are not highly correlated with oil prices. Local content
requirements will increase in importance.
•

Horizontal diversification. E.g. Malaysia’s 3 Industrial Master Plans (1986-1995, 1996-2005, 2006-2020)
began with strengthening comparative advantage, diversifying down the value chain and expanding
horizontal capabilities – eventually moving into high-tech exports which reduced the share of
commodities in exports from 77% in 1980 to just over 20% by 2012.

– Oil exporting countries could proactively invest in clean technology to reduce the
carbon footprint of oil (e.g. through CCS) while at the same time extending their
businesses to gradually incorporate low carbon sources.
3. THE OIL SECTOR

2. The use of demand-side measures to optimise the resource
base
• Regardless of peak demand, countries should seek to optimise
their reserve bases in a carbon constrained world
– Subsidy reforms and energy efficiency to reduce domestic consumption
– Fits with economic diversification strategy that requires structural reform
– E.g. Matar et al (2017) analyse the impact upon energy demand of
alternative policies to induce a transition to a more efficient energy system
in KSA, including: immediately deregulating industrial fuel prices, gradually
deregulating fuel prices, and introducing investment credits or feed-in tariffs
for efficient fuels
• Alternative policies result in nuclear and renewable technologies becoming costeffective and producing 70% of KSA’s electricity in 2032
• Reduced consumption of oil and natural gas by up to 2 mboe/day in 2032

3. THE OIL SECTOR

3. Renewables as a complement to economic diversification
strategies
•

Renewables a strong complement to
economic fundamentals of MENA oil
exporters
–

–

•

Rising demand met with renewables ‘liberates’
hydrocarbons for export, as long as international
prices are above the breakeven price
Economics of renewables quite compelling even
with intermittency (see Fattouh, Poudineh &
West, 2018)

Addresses short-run revenue maximisation,
but
does
not
guarantee
long-run
sustainability
–

•

Countries where solar projects can ‘liberate’
hydrocarbons

Diversification the main adaptation strategy

Oil exporting countries cannot ‘transform’
into renewable exporting countries
–

–

Renewables do not generate the same high
returns and cannot deliver job creation and
welfare improvements
Countries can gradually ‘extend’ their energy
models rather than ‘abruptly shift’ to renewables
(Argument in Fattouh, Poudineh & West, 2018)

3. THE OIL SECTOR

Source: Fattouh, Poudineh and West (2018, 18)
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What strategy could producers adopt in the energy transition?
•

Energy transition implies that GCC oil exporting countries will not be
able to monetise considerable portions of their reserve base
– Is it rational for GCC producers/exporters to monetise reserves as quickly as
possible and squeeze out high-cost producers to gain market share?
– If all producers adopt this strategy in the face of slowing demand growth it could
lead to a massive fall in oil prices & revenues, derailing social and economic stability
and the diversification agenda

•

Heavy reliance on oil revenues place a constraint on how fast MENA or
GCC oil exporters can shift to a more competitive world where prices
converge to marginal cost of production
– Can low-cost producers sharply increase productive capacity in a low price
environment?

• Even as we shift to more competitive markets, oil policy and
managing producer-producer relations will continue to matter
4. IMPLICATIONS FOR OIL POLICY

Challenges of cooperation are immense in a more competitive market

1.

Existing framework for cooperation is not well developed

2.

Monitoring and enforcing compliance is extremely difficult

3.

Any cooperative action may need to go beyond output to include
long-term investment plans

4.

Stabilizing expectations around a higher oil price could encourage
US shale producers to increase output, as well as encourage
investment in the long-term capital-intensive cycle

5.

Long-term cooperation requires unprecedented exercise
‘leadership’ to maintain the coalition among producers
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of

Co-dependence between Oil Policy and the Energy Transition

•

As long as these economies are not diversified, alternative of noncooperation is not sustainable.

•

Cooperation has to take a different shape to the past.
– Producers should not only be concerned with low oil prices, but also be proactive when
prices are too high, as high oil prices induce strong supply and demand responses.

•

Cooperative strategy less effective over time in a carbon-constrained
world.

•

Co-dependence between GCC exporters’ strategies and the energy
transition.
– E.g. countries which succeed in their diversification objectives may engage in a more
aggressive reserve monetization strategy, resulting in lower oil prices and large
changes in relative prices of fuels, affecting the speed of transition - unless changes in
relative prices are adjusted through carbon taxes (Fattouh, Poudineh & West, 2018)

4. IMPLICATIONS FOR OIL POLICY

Summary

1.

Starting point of any analysis of diversification for the MENA oil exporting
countries should not be based on the premise that “oil will no longer be in
demand” and that the oil sector will play a marginal role.

2.

Broader characteristics of current energy transition to low carbon energy
sources of more relevance rather than predictions of when oil demand will
peak.

3.

Diversification strategy adopted by oil exporting countries will be conditioned
by the speed of the transition.

4.

Oil sector will continue to play a key role during the transition, as a means to
diversification and generator of income. Oil producers will need to be far more
strategic in their use of the sector to diversify their economies.

5.

In a more competitive world, oil policy will also continue to matter; cooperation
between producers will be imperative, yet challenging.

6.

Co-dependence between the global energy transition and GCC oil policy.
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